
Discovery

15 x Discovery workshops with 73 attendees with over 700 workshop 
contributions regarding what is good, bad and ugly about DA right now

Conducting compliance and underwriting 
type activities together as part of the same 
activity causes delay.

Understanding, behaviour, processes 
and information quality differs across 
different Stakeholders.

A one size fits all approach to Due 
Diligence subjects established 

Coverholders to the same level of checks 
as that of a new market entrant.

It is difficult for stakeholders to understand 
the current status of things and what is 
required of them and when.

Current processes are dated and inefficient

Stakeholders do not always have access 
to information when they need it.

Information required by stakeholders 
is disjointed, held in silos and not easy 

to access

Opportunities

Issues

STANDARDISATION

RISK BASED CHECKS (HEALTH)

DATA IN ONE PLACESTREAMLINED PROCESSING

REAL- TIME ACCESS TO INFORMATION

IMPROVED COMMUNICATION

COLLABORATION

SEPERATING MEMBERSHIP FROM PRODUCT

ONGOING RELEVANCE

Re- imagining DA



The current 12 month contract term impacts CH's ability to plan beyond the current 
year - ultimately lowering their confidence in Lloyd's DA as the right market for them to 
join and remain using

Conducting all renewal activities for a contact at a fixed point in time creates tension, 
anxiety and frustration across the involved parties, and is time consuming and costly to 
complete.

The process of agreeing capacity is too restrictive, making it harder for MA's to engage 
on new propositions once capacity has been set

The renewal process suffers from lack of access to the right information, in a consistent 
manner at the right point in time. Information is held in disconnected silos, often in 
varying formats and levels of completeness

Who should do what and when within a renewal is unclear

this creates 
a lack of 

continuity

lack of long 
term 

commitment 
(usually 90 dya 

NOC)

annual 
renewal 

slow / poor

always 
rushed and 
last minute

lack of 
Longer term 
agreement 

periods

Doesn't 
benefit 

brokers or 
clients!

Mad dash 
to renew!  
Affects all 

parties

No true multi- 
year, 

continuous 
until cancelled 

option

Process is too 
long, never 
done early, 

last minute is a 
problem

Why no 
evergreen 
contracts?

income limits 
seem 

counterintuitive 
when rates are 

trending up

contract 
certainty is 
sometimes 
difficult on 
renewals

Annual 
contracts 

always come 
down to the 

wire

income 
restrictions

why 
every 
year?

helpful at 
times but too 

involved to get 
impact Lloyds 

is seeking

Coverholder often 
asked for annual 

compliance 
information if the 
renewal date does 
not match annual 
compliance date.

Renewals (and 
new business) 

more challenging 
since everyone is 

working from 
home

This process 
can be 

made much 
more simple

Annual 
compliance/licensi
ng/Audit recs on 

AIMS stuck 
awaiting Lloyd's 

approval

Coverholders 
ability to tick PI 

cover tab without 
certificate review

Lack of 
managing agent 
standardisation 

with due 
diligence

Renewal 
processes have 
to be materially 
improved and 
streamlined

An ongoing 
renewal 

process like 
the USA would 

be best
inability to share 

data and 
payments without 
using the bureau

inconsistent 
appraoch to 

conduct data and 
delaing with 
policyholders

poor 
data 

exchange

Role of the 
binder 

placement 
broker slowing 
the data flow

Lack of 
technology at 
Lloyd's to co- 

ordinate 
better

Leads don't 
share analysis 
with follows, 

who have to do 
their own MI

Different syndicate 
requirements in ss 20.1. 

Lloyd's mandated clauses 
should be consistently 

applied (pandemic excl. has 
been a disaster of 

inconsistency).

Syndicates are 
3-5 months 

behind in data 
analysis

Too many 
layers to 
complete 

the process

The need for 
manual checking 

by Xchanging. 
More 

automation/valida
tion needed.

Too much 
input/different 
requirements 
from follow 

markets

PPL not 
conducive to 

binders (certainly 
less so than open 

market)

Too much time is 
wasted by Syndicates 
chasing for the same 
information (DA Sats  

centralising bordereau 
data  will be a real 

positive)

Access to 
data in PPL 
for Lineslip 
declaration

Re- keying 
and no 

automation

Xchanging

Terms of 
Trade need 

updating

No alignment 
between PPL and 

DCM for agreement 
of Declarations to 
both binders and 

lineslips

Too much focus 
on Accounting & 
Settlement data 
and not enough 

focus on 
underwriting data

Poor 
administration 

skills of DA 
employees

DA SATS 
rolled out 

before being 
mandated

MI Reqs too 
regimented

No current 
standalone DA 

electronic 
placement 

tool.

Required to log in 
to various 

systems with 
different logins to 

transact and 
process business

Delegated 
Data capture - 
DDM is not the 
future for DA 

data

Increased 
standardisation of 
Risk information 
to support better 

cross contract 
analysis

Binders are complex and time consuming to complete, either from scratch or 
at annual renewal

ContractingAnnual Renewal Problem Statements
Brit have a 

good 
system for 

binders

multi 
year 

policy?

Brit's
dedicated 
team help

Use existinf 
data to RAG 

status the CH's 
for renewals

Health 
of CH

Why doesn't 
LLoyd's do 
this once a 

year

There is 
prestige 
for CH's

get rid of 
annual 
activity

seperate 
legal 

contract 
from UW

The data 
already 
exists

single 
source 
of truth

CH 
annoyed at 
Bordereau

Risk of 
overplaying 
data point -

ability to 
own your 
own book

Compare 
CH against 
each other

Claims 
cycle is 

shocking

Match up 
policies 

written with 
claims 

incurred

Lloyd's give 
the advantage 

because of 
reach

BRIT AXA XL

Long relationship 
with CH - 

partnership. But 
some. of them are 
not that well know, 

risk based approach 
all Ch

In contracting 
Broker shouldn't be 
involved, allow CH 
to upload/update 
info in centralised 

system

Broker useful - 
recongsing 

trends, market 
changes for CH, 
and pass that to 

UW

Opportunity 
for central 
contract 
building

Axa self built 
workflow and 

depository 
tools inhouse

Split out 
compliance 
activities in 

the right time

Frequent checking 
of the contract  - 3 
months advance 

send guidance what 
need to be changed 

in the contract

Hard market = less 
appetite for DA - 

agencies are 
consolidating their 

book of business - 12 
month contracts are 

fine in that world.

Hard market will only 
last a few years though 

- but in a challenging 
market need the ability 
to get out of books of 
business that aren't 

performing.

Fan of 
frequent 

check- ins - but 
process can be 

improved.

Have 
experimented 
using Trello & 

Teams

Lloyd's give 
the advantage 

because of 
reach

Don't think 12 
monthly contracts 
are an issue - good 
to have opportunity 

to come off 
business.

They have it 
nailed - but they 

have a lot of 
human resource 

to ensure this 
happens.

Evergreen contracts - big 
fan of it.    So much 

changes in 12 months - 
rules and regs / company 
takeovers  contracts even 
12 months on have to be 

changed

UW contract should be 
annual / obvious point of 

change / review - BUT if can 
separate compliance & 

governance that means at 
annual review  is less to do

Shouldn't have to 
wait for renewal 
to address issues 
- should be real 

time

Tools to make their lives 
easier.  They have self- built 
repositories and workflow 

to help teams work 
together / pass things 

between each other - use 
templates etc.

We generally HAVE 
to use a placing 

broker - so 
everything is filtered 
through them - can't 
speak to CH directly

BROKERS - are useful, 
there should always be 
a place for them.  They 

are scared.  This is 
frustrating for MAs - we 

want more direct 
interaction with CH

People are scared 
of the scale of 

data / don't know 
what they can do 

with it.

Lloyd's needs to offer 
respository and APIs so 
we can all access - they 
need o make it a USP - 

needs to be more 
competitive and more 

attractive.

Prior submit - do 
the really need 

the same level of 
scrutiny?  

Probably not

Compliance - Lloyd's 
hold MAs responsible 
for oversight of CHs.  
Centraisation sounds 
good but don't know 

how it works in 
practice.

Centralised 
repository gets 

full support.  
Team at Lloyd's?  

Not sure.

CH don't want 
to be tied to 
MAs - but as 

Lloyd's it would 
be different

Some MAs don't ask 
all of the questions 
the should be - we 
often get told other 

MAs dont ask for 
this stuff.

Re- imagining DA Early Innovation

digital DA marketplace

human- first integrity values qualitytrust

We want to make it easy to trade and transact DA business at Lloyd's 

Human- led.  Data driven. Digitally enabled.

REAL- TIME ACCESS TO INFORMATION SEPERATING LEGAL FROM PRODUCTDATA IN ONE PLACEINFORMATION STANDARDISATION 

Let syndicates 
execute business 
plan without the 
peripheral items.

What are the things you would want? What are the things that you need?

I want to be 
able to create 
a slip just by 
underwriting

Should be able to 
see that CH is 

checked and good 
to go, and do the 

underwriting

Access to 
data in 

real time
End2End - 
Benefits to 

U/w & 
Claims

A single source 
of truth that 
can be relied 

upon

Data

Standardised 
formats, 

easily 
accessible

Data quality 
checks that 
don't hold 
up access

Join the dots 
E2E (e.g. tie 
Premium to 

Claims)

The right data 
standards - 

mandate only what 
is actually needed to 

drive decision 
making in the 

market?

Access and 
analyse the 

data of all CHs 
whenever 
needed.

A joined up 
means of being to 
view information 

and easily connect 
premium to policy 

to claims etc.
Data QA checks 
as data inputted 

to control 
quality and 

standardisation

Slips should be 
recorded in a 

structured data 
fashion to allow 

searching, 
querying

Use info to make 
risk assessment of 

CHs and 
designate 

levels/frequency 
of assessment

Approach 
capacity/funding 

as a Trading 
Platform type 

model

Separate out the activities 
that can place outside of 
underwriting review. Do 

the compliance type 
activities at different times, 

ongoing, automated?

Combine 
compliance activities 

with Lloyd's audit 
activity - why make 
the Lead MA's do 
this? What's the 

benefit?

Ability to 
workflow and 
e- sign/stamp 

slipsIntuitive 
"app" 

experience

Binder site - Lead 
able to do the 

majority of work, 
follow can then 
follow and see 

status

Collab seeing 
all detail/data

"activity 
stream"

What are the things you would want? What are the things that you need?

Needs to support all 
sizes and types of 
stakeholder tech 
ability. Minimum 

data standards, ease 
of access, multi- 

format info access.

Challenge to 
adoption is to make 

it easy for 
information to be 
provided and only 
insist on the data 

that is needed.

data that is useful 
to MAs is not 

currently 
mandatory for 
Claims entry. 

Standardisation.

Claims data is 
likely to be in 
more mature 

state to feed into 
a centralised pool.

Want to be able to 
acess the info via 
laptop, website, 
access to info, 

docs, who's in and 
out etc.

IPad might be 
useful for brokers

- phone is not 
practical - only for 

notification

Data protection 
regulatory 

compliance for a 
global market needs 

to be addressed 
upfront.

Risk modelling via GIS 
mapping and scenario 

modelling capability 
achieved by being able 
to access data pool that 
joins premium data to 

policy to claims.

Standardising info flow 
creates a level playing field, 

removing the perception 
that MAs who do things 

correctly are asking for too 
much info compared to 

others.

Positioned as a 
Lloyd's market level 

info pool, means 
CHs are not tying to 
specific MAs when 
moving to real time 

info flow.

Identify CH 
underline 

policy 
wording

Centralised 
live data 
system, 

instead of BDX
Data quality 
could be a 

rating factor

Use to drive 
Stakeholder 
activity via 
workflow

Map out where 
the claims come 
from, and what 

cause them

API driven as 
primary option, 

allowing for 
alternatives to cater 
for differing states 

of connection

Access to data 
in real time, in 

a usable 
manner.

Centralised 
depository

DATA - What business 
they're doing  where, what, 

cost, exposure, limits, 
deductibles, premium 
income, claims data - 

where and what's causing 
themLink 

risks to 
claims

Exposure on 
CAT events 

as they 
happen

We need more 
data on 

underlying 
policy 

wordings

Security & data 
protection - 
who can see 
what, where 
and when.

Has to be section 
level focus - not 
binder level (ie 
down to each 

specific product)

Centralised 
repository 

with 
workflow

Opp for Brokers 
to assist with info 
flow on the input 
side for smaller 

participants?

Workflow would 
be useful.  Would 

be good to see 
what happens 

when it leaves the 
underwriters

Has to be a better way of 
workflowing the whole 

process, there being 
transparency and here 

being a one version of the 
truth / centralised 

repository - at any tme can 
see the status of your 

contracts.

Resistance to get to the obvious 
answers by brokers. If you 

simplify interaction between 
CH/MAs/Brokers - horizon 

scanning made easier - BUT it 
reduces need for placing broker, 
so they are reluctant to engage 

with these proposals.

Would be great of CH could 
put stuff in central place 

that we can access.  Doing 
it via the broker via email is 
HARD and time consuming. 
Would b great if there were 

a portal.

Broker useful in 
determining trends / 

market scanning / analysis 
of the market - then broke 

it to UW and CH - they 
should be market experts, 

broking and mediating.

Put on map 
where claims 
are and what 

is causing 
them

Imagine a world with no paper or binders Imagine a world with no paper or binders

Health Score

Imagine a world where each party is awarded a health score/rating and we use this to inform 
decision making when choosing to connect with a party to bring a product to market, opt to 
provide ongoing capacity for an existing product or decide what Compliance checks are required 
and how often...

HOW?

What are the ways in which this could be used to make DA a better 
market to participate in for both you and your Customers?

WHY? WHAT?

What are the best methods of introducing this into the DA market? What information would be needed to makeup a Health Score for 
each type of Stakeholder?

What value 
could this 

add to DA?

Where 
could it 

be used?

Where 
would we 

not want to 
use it?

Start with a 
base score 
than can be 

lost?

How 
visible/ 

prominent?

Big bang or 
trial for one 

group?

Company v DA 
performance?

Base set 
of info 
for all?

Stakeholder 
Group 
Specific 
Info?

Consider CH in a 
box type option that 
allows faster entry 

and proposition 
launch and 
refunding?

Automated checks 
for info and 

requesting only 
where missing is a 

big improvement to 
the current world

Should only be 
used if adds more 
complexity rather 
than simplifying 

interactions

Primary use is to 
make risk based 
decisions about 
companies in DA Should be 

visible to those 
who need it, 

when they need 
it for a reason

Use initial score 
to drive joining 
requirements 

for a 
Coverholder?

MUST only use  info 
that is required and 

used. Need to 
challenge the current 
info payload and lose 
the things we capture 

but don't use

Can't be 
something that 

adds effort to the 
smaller 

Coverholders to 
work with

Assessment of 
data quality/ 

completeness?

The concept 
supports a move 
to more 'rolling' 

way of transacting 
DA business

Using workflow to 
check and remind 

would reduce 
overheads on 

people, freeing 
them up to transact

Can be used a means 
of encouraging timely 

submission/ 
reconfirmation of info 
required to maintain 

membership to market

Potential to use as 
a means of 

deciding whether 
to follow a lead in 
deciding capacity

Can be a means 
of reducing the 
types of checks 
and frequency 

that they need to 
take place

Use as a means of 
progressing a 

proposition without 
always having to do 

the compliance 
checks whether 
needed or not

TPA: 
Claims 
metrics?

Consider different term 
to 'Health Score'. Sets a 
different expectation to 

risk based decision 
making to transact and 

audit

Concept works 
in terms of a 

digital 
platform

Needs to be used in 
a way that doesn't 
stigmatise those 

with low score on an 
ongoing basis. 
Improvement 

should be reflected

Only use 
where it adds 
clear value to 
the process

The info required 
may be different 

depending on 
decision to be 

made

Can support 
matching 

proposition 
with syndicate 

for

Its subjective, 
usefulness 
needs to 

consider this

Care not to stifle 
the 

difference/unique
ness in market 
which is what 
brings value

From underwriting 
perspective, ability 

to see a single, clean 
set of data is 
massive step 

forward

Dynamic so changes 
depending on 
experience in 

classes or territory. 
Needs to be simple 

and seamless to end 
user

U/W: Pervious 
underwriting 

risk 
assessment  

accuracy?

CH previous 
performance 
to business 

case

Assessment of 
information 
submission 
timeliness?

Works where 
the information 
required is held 

in one place

Complaints

MUST BE USED 
TO REDUCE 

COMPLEXITY 
NOT ADD

must not 
restrict current 
qualities of DA

Light touch - 
Rewarded for 

supplying 
info

Exception 
based

Would need to always 
assess the relevance of 
the information being 

used to create the 
rating. If not relevant 
anymore, replace or 

remove

too many 
layers - 

remove Lloyd's 
barriers

reducing 
complexity 
- improving 

access

UW focus - is it 
going to make 

money, rating to 
support that - 

attrition/shock/cat

Access to 
usable data - 

pivots - 
broker/Uw, 
workflow


